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Three-dimensional reconnection and relaxation of merging
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Plasma relaxation inside a highly conducting cylindrical boundary is studied both experimentally
and computationally. Dynamics are initiated by the introduction of two equal helicity spheromaks at
either end of the cylinder. In the experiment, dense, high-magnetic-flux spheromaks are injected into
the flux conserving volume with magnetized plasma guns. In the simulation, identical spheromaks
initially occupy both halves of the cylinder and a perturbation is introduced. Merging commences
with a single three-dimensional null-point that moves radially out of the flux conserving volume at
velocities up to 0.2 of the reconnection outflow velocity. Relaxation to the minimum energy state
occurs in about ten Alfvén times. An important conclusion is that even though the dynamical activity
is limited to a few modes, this activity is sufficient to promote relaxation to the final, minimum
energy state. The dynamical activity appears to conserve magnetic helicity while magnetic energy
is converted to flow and heat. The final state arrived at dynamically is identical to that described by
C. D. Cothran et al. �Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 215002 �2009�� using static, eigenvalue analysis. © 2010
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3492726�

I. INTRODUCTION

Spheromaks1 are compact, high �, translatable plasma
configurations with a simply connected boundary typically
formed in a close-fitting flux-conserver with a single
source.2–5 Merging of spheromaks was developed by Ono6

and further studied at the Swarthmore Spheromak Experi-
ment �SSX�.7,8 In the past, these experiments have merged
spheromaks of opposite helicity �one right-handed, the other
left-handed� in order to form a field-reversed configuration
and to study magnetic reconnection. This paper describes the
process of cohelicity merging of spheromaks �spheromaks
with the same handedness�.

A joint study consisting of a cohelicity merging experi-
ment performed in SSX and an idealized simulation con-
ducted with a three-dimensional �3D� implicit spectral ele-
ment HiFi code9 is presented in this paper. In both cases, the
initial state consists of two spheromaks of the same handed-
ness. Merging of two spheromaks with the same handedness
is termed “cohelicity merging.” The toroidal fields of the
injected spheromaks are oppositely directed while the poloi-
dal fields are codirected. In the interface layer between the
two spheromaks, the magnetic field is purely radial and di-
rected inward everywhere with a magnetic field null-point
�B=0� located at the center of the volume. This is in distinc-
tion from the TS-3 experiments,10 where poloidal fields in
the interface layer were counterdirected. The system ulti-
mately relaxes to the minimum energy state subject to the
constraint of maintaining the helicity of the two injected
spheromaks.

Magnetic reconnection in laboratory and astrophysical,

or idealized computational settings, has been widely investi-
gated in the past decade.11 A common driver for magnetic
reconnection is the relaxation and self-organization of mag-
netized plasmas. Woltjer–Taylor theory12–14 states that mag-
netized plasmas relax toward the lowest available energy
state characterized by

� � B = �B , �1�

where � is constant. The system minimizes total magnetic
energy

W =
1

2�0
� B2dv , �2�

constrained by the total magnetic helicity

K =� A · Bdv , �3�

where helicity can be interpreted as the linkage of magnetic
flux with magnetic flux. Woltjer showed that force-free states
with constant � �solutions to Eq. �1�� are the lowest energy
state for a closed system.14 Given an appropriate dissipation
mechanism, magnetic energy would decay faster than mag-
netic helicity, providing a means for a magnetic system to
relax to this preferred final state of minimum energy. Taylor
stated that provided a finite resistivity, magnetic reconnection
conserves global helicity and provides for the dissipation
mechanism for reducing magnetic energy.12,13 According to
the theory, dissipation occurs at microscopic scales, causing
the rate of magnetic energy decay to be much larger than the
helicity decay rate. It is also easy to show that solutions of
Eq. �1� satisfy
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� = 2�0
W

K
, �4�

thereby relating �, total magnetic energy W, and total mag-
netic helicity K of a minimum energy state.

While spheromak experiments typically have axisym-
metric configurations, not all geometries have lowest energy
states which are axisymmetric. In cylindrical geometries, as-
pect ratios with L /R0�1.67, where L is the length and R0 is
the radius of the flux conserving boundary, the spheromak is
tilt unstable.15,16 Thus, the Taylor states in oblate geometries
�L /R0�1.67� are axisymmetric and are nonaxisymmetric in
prolate geometries �L /R0�1.67�. The flux-conserver used in
the experiments described here has L /R0=3. This geometry
has been characterized previously to have a helical state as
its lowest energy eigenstate, in agreement with the Woltjer–
Taylor theory.17

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The SSX is a flexible facility for studying magnetic re-
connection and spheromak physics. It is equipped with two
coaxial magnetized plasma guns for generating spheromaks,
one located on either end of the vacuum vessel. A cross
section of SSX is shown in Fig. 1. The guns inject sphero-
maks coaxially into the flux-conserver from either end; the
copper flux-conserver defines the flux conserving boundary.
The plasmas are confined only by the flux-conserver; the one
used in the experiment described here has a length of
L=0.6 m and a radius R0=0.2 m. There are no vacuum
fields to speak of, other than the small field due to the “stuff-
ing” flux of the plasma guns. SSX plasmas have electron
densities up to 1021 m−3 and magnetic fields on the order of
0.1 T. Ion and electron temperatures are typically
Ti�Te�20 eV, although Ti can go higher when heated by
reconnection.18 The plasma is fully ionized and magnetized
��i	R0� and is in the magnetohydrodynamic �MHD� regime.

Magnetic signals are directly measured by three-axis
probes installed in quartz or thin-walled stainless steel tubes.

These probe-stalks, containing 288 individual probes, are in-
serted into the plasma to record the local magnetic field.
They are integrated by hardware and then acquired at a rate
of 1.25 MHz, much faster than any relevant dynamic time-
scale.

Line averaged ion flow velocities and ion temperatures
are measured with a 1.33 m ion Doppler spectrometer
�IDS�.19 High spectral resolution �
v=5 km /s� is achieved
with an Echelle grating operating at 25th order. High tempo-
ral resolution �1 �s� is achieved by using a 32 channel pho-
tomultiplier tube array. The system views a 1 cm diameter
chord across the plasma volume at the axial midplane.

III. HiFi SIMULATION

In the simulation described in this paper, an idealized
system consisting of two initially identical stationary coaxial
uniform � �Bessel function� spheromaks with major radius
R0 is considered. The spheromaks are placed next to each
other to fill a perfectly conducting cylindrical flux-conserver
of length L=3R0, such that the radial components of the
respective magnetic fields are both negative at the interface
and a single interior magnetic null-point �B=0� is formed at
the center of the domain �see Fig. 2�a��. This initial condition
is an equilibrium and an eigenstate of Eq. �1� with
�i=4.37 /R0. Initial density � and pressure p are taken to be
uniform. The laboratory setup at SSX has similar character-
istics; naturally, the experimentally produced spheromaks are
neither stationary nor precisely identical when the two mag-
netic structures begin to interact with each other. Values for
R0=0.2 m, B0=0.1 T, and n0=4�1020 m−3 are taken from
the SSX experiment as the normalization parameters for the
simulation, with vAlf=B0 / �4�n0mp�1/2=10.9 cm /�s and
�Alf=R0 /vAlf=1.83 �s. With ion and electron temperatures
on the order of 10–20 eV, the plasmas have low thermal to

+
–

+
–

Spheromak

Source

Spheromak

Source

Flux
Conserver

Plasma
Mag Probes

FIG. 1. A cross section of the SSX device. The spheromaks are injected
from the coaxial magnetized plasma guns from either end of the machine
into the flux-conserver. The whole machine possesses cylindrical symmetry.
The flux-conserver is illustrated by the dark line. Representative flux sur-
faces of the two initial spheromaks are also shown.

FIG. 2. A cartoon illustrating how the two spheromaks merge. In �a�, the
initial axisymmetric orientation of the two spheromaks is shown. The mag-
netic field in the layer of interaction between the two spheromaks is codi-
rected everywhere, with a field null at the center. In �b�, the spheromaks start
to tilt in the same direction allowing the poloidal fields to now reconnect,
shown by the dashed line. In �c�, the original poloidal flux has fully recon-
nected, becoming the toroidal field of the final state. The original toroidal
flux reconfigures in �d�.
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magnetic pressure ratio and both ion and electron orbits are
well confined by the magnetic field ��i�0.5 cm,
�e	�i	R0�. These experimental parameters justify the use
of the compressible MHD approximation in the simulation
described below. We note that for these plasma parameters,
the ion inertial scale �c /pi��1 cm can be comparable to
the smallest dimension of the SSX reconnection region, in-
troducing the possibility that Hall MHD effects may begin to
play a role in the reconnection dynamics.20 While acknowl-
edging that possibility, Hall MHD effects are neglected in the
simulation described here, leaving a full 3D Hall MHD treat-
ment of this problem for a future study.

The simulation is conducted with a 3D implicit spectral
element HiFi code,9 solving the following set of compress-
ible MHD equations:

��

�t
+ � · ��v� = 0, �5�

���v�
�t

+ � · ��vv + pĪ − � � v� = J � B , �6�

E = −
�A

�t
= − v � B − ��2J , �7�

3

2

�p

�t
+ � · 	5

2
pv − � � T
 = v · �p + ���v�2 + ���J�2,

�8�

where p=�T, and �, �, and � are normalized, uniform, and
isotropic heat conduction and viscous coefficients for plasma
flow v and current density J, respectively. The simulation
described below was conducted with normalized
� �t=0= p �t=0=1 and � ,� ,��= 10−1 ,10−2 ,5�10−6�. The form
and magnitude of the dissipation operators used in this study
are primarily phenomenological, necessary to provide suffi-
cient dissipation in the nonlinear simulation, and are justified
only a posteriori by comparison of the simulation results
against the experimental measurements.21 The following
energy-conserving boundary conditions are imposed: heat in-
sulator n̂ ·�T=0, perfect slip plasma flow n̂ ·��n̂�v�=0, and
perfect slip plasma current n̂ ·�J=0, where n̂ is the unit nor-
mal vector at the boundary surface. The resulting variation in
total energy over the duration of the simulation is about 1 in
104, and �1% of the smallest �kinetic� energy component
variation.

IV. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF GLOBAL
DYNAMICS

The 3-to-1 flux-conserver is a tilt-unstable geometry.
The calculated lowest energy eigenstate has �=17.7 m−1

��R0=3.54� and is nonaxisymmetric. The final state was ex-
perimentally measured to be dominated by the n=1 mode
and to possess a flat �-profile, consistent with the calculated
lowest energy eigenstate.17 The process of how the initial
state consisting of two spheromak transitions to this final
state is described here.

The two spheromaks enter the flux-conserver axisym-
metrically and establish themselves, as shown in Fig. 2�a�.
As described earlier, the toroidal fields of the two sphero-
maks are oppositely directed and the poloidal fields are co-
directed everywhere in the plane of interaction between the
two spheromaks. There is a magnetic field null-point in the
center of the volume. The system evolves by the tilting of
both spheromaks in the same direction, as shown in
Fig. 2�b�. The poloidal field of the “top” of one spheromak is
now counterdirected with respect to the poloidal field on the
“bottom” of the other spheromak, allowing the poloidal field
to begin to reconnect at the central field null. The sphero-
maks continue to tilt almost a full 90° as the reconnection
proceeds. The reconnecting poloidal fields become the toroi-
dal field of the final nonaxisymmetric state �the view is ro-
tated 90° in Figs. 2�c� and 2�d� with respect to Figs. 2�a� and
2�b��. Topologically, once the poloidal flux has completely
reconnected, the merging is finished. However, the original
toroidal fluxes of the two spheromaks reconfigure by com-
ponent reconnection22 and become the helically twisted po-
loidal field of the final state, shown in Fig. 2�d�. This twisted
figure-8 structure is a rational surface and is evident in the
simulation data.

There is good correspondence between the experimental
data obtained during the merging process and the HiFi simu-
lation. Both experimental and simulated spheromaks are un-
stable to the previously described aligned tilting and follow
the progression outlined above. The experimentally produced
spheromaks are neither stationary nor precisely identical
upon injection, although there is a brief phase before merg-
ing commences where two volumes of private flux are
clearly observed. On the other hand, the initial state in the
simulation is an eigenstate of Eq. �1� perturbed by �vz

�10−2vAlf�r /R0�sin��z /L0�. The angular phase of the tilt is
arbitrary, thus the phase of the �vz tilting perturbation ap-
plied in the simulation was chosen to best correspond with
the available experimental data. The tilting progression ob-
served in the simulation is shown in Fig. 3.

A comparison between the SSX experimental and HiFi
simulation B-field data in the midst of the tilting, reconnec-
tion, and relaxation activity is shown in Fig. 4. The SSX
measurements are taken in three planes across the cylindrical
flux-conserver along four probe-stalks separated angularly
by 
�=90° at eight radial locations on each probe-stalk.
HiFi simulation data are shown in the equivalent planes
through the computation volume. Remarkable similarity in
the direction and relative magnitude of the measured and
computed B-fields is apparent throughout the volume. In par-
ticular, the center plane �=315° probe in SSX and the cor-
responding HiFi simulation planes both show that the B=0
location has moved out radially from the center of the do-
main.

V. NULL-POINT EVOLUTION

An important feature observed in both the HiFi simula-
tion and the experiment is the three-dimensional nature of
the reconnection. As the spheromaks tilt from their initial
axisymmetric configuration, the magnetic field null located

102106-3 Three-dimensional reconnection and relaxation… Phys. Plasmas 17, 102106 �2010�
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at the center of the volume moves radially outward, parallel
to the axes around which the spheromaks are tilting. The
radial motion of the field null is caused by the magnetic
fields of the tilting spheromaks convecting into the interface
plane between them, originally consisting of radially inward
directed B everywhere. The motion of the field null can be
seen in Fig. 3 by looking at the surfaces representing peak
�J�, associated here with magnetic reconnection. While re-
connection is peaked around the radially moving magnetic
field null, there is component reconnection all along the di-
ameter on which the field null travels.

The peak normalized magnitude of the reconnection
E-field, Erec�Etot+v�B, and the ratio of the system’s mag-
netic energy to helicity, ����2Wmag /K, throughout the simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 5�a�. ��� is used for any B-field
configuration to denote its relaxed state. The motion of the
unique magnetic null and of the primary reconnection region
during the period of most intense reconnection is shown in
Fig. 5�b�. It is clear that the motions of the null-point and the
reconnection region are coupled as long as the magnetic null
remains within the bulk of the plasma, and the fastest B-field
relaxation, as measured by the change in ���, takes place
through null-point reconnection.

In the experiment, the initial configuration of the inter-
action region is well matched to the initial conditions in the
simulation. The magnetic field null is present roughly at the
center of the flux-conserver, as in the simulation. Shortly
after the tilting commences, the field null moves radially
outward along one of the midplane probes for the duration of
the merging. �B� along the probe is shown at two different
times during the same shot in Fig. 6. The field null-point is
clearly visible at r=12.7 cm at t=52.8 �s. Slightly later in
time, at t=57.6 �s, as the reconnection continues, the field
null-point has moved out radially to r=15.2 cm, correspond-
ing to a null-point velocity of �5 km/s. �Note that the last
probe position, at r=20.3 cm, is located at the flux-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Magnetic field lines from the HiFi simulation, illustrating the two spheromaks, are shown here. Peak in �J� is represented by the surface
in the center of the volume. The top row and bottom row both show the same point in time; the images in the bottom row are an orthogonal view to the ones
in the top row. Starting at the left, the spheromaks have already begun to tilt at this point in the simulation. As time advances, the spheromaks tilt progressively
more, shown in the middle two images, and begin to reconnect, as shown in the images on the right. It is important to note that reconnection is already
occurring in the images on the left and continues to occur after the images on the right.

FIG. 4. Comparison of B-field measurements in equivalent planes from the
SSX experiment �top� and the HiFi simulation �bottom� during the fast
relaxation through null-point magnetic reconnection. Note the magnetic null

at the bottom-right of the �r̂ , �̂� center frame and top-center of the �r̂ , ẑ��
= 135° ,315°� frame. The contours in the HiFi data represent B�.
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conserver wall in the midplane diagnostic gap, which ex-
plains its low values of �B� at both points in time.� At later
times, the null-point moves to larger r until it has left the
flux-conserver volume.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the structure of the
simulated magnetic fields surrounding the null-point, and
therefore also the reconnection region, as the magnetic null
is moving radially through the plasma. Early in time, while
the null remains near the cylindrical axis of the domain
�Figs. 7�a� and 7�b��, the spine and the fan of the null-point23

can be easily identified. However, as the null-point moves
out to larger radius later in time �Figs. 7�c� and 7�d��, the
spine and the fan, while still distinct, begin to gradually
merge. This type of spine-fan reconnection has been previ-
ously observed in MHD simulations of driven null-point re-
connection enforced by line-tied flows in the proximity of a
prescribed diffusive region.23,24 Yet, due to the nature of the
previously considered configurations, a critical element in
the dynamics of spine-fan reconnection, the possibility of the
motion of the null-point itself, has been missing. The radial

trajectory of the null-point shown in Fig. 5�b� implies its
velocity to be up to �0.2vAlf, which is a significant fraction
of the maximum reconnection outflow velocity measured to
be �1.1vAlf.

While null-point reconnection is dominant, Fig. 5 also
shows that reconnection does not cease when the magnetic
null leaves the bulk of the plasma. A secondary peak in the
reconnection rate is observed at t�18�Alf and represents
component reconnection that continues to enable relaxation
toward the helical Taylor state characterized by
� f =3.54 /R0.17

In addition to the similar magnetic field structure,
Alfvénic outflows emanating from the reconnection region
are observed in both the simulation and the experiment.25

Inspection of the flows in the simulation reveals that the
flows are largest in magnitude around the field null-point,
with v=vAlf corresponding to B=0.1 T. This is illustrated in
Fig. 8. The outflow follows the field null as it moves radially
outward.

IDS measurements made during the cohelicity merging
experiments also reveal two component flows which rapidly
vary with time during the merging phase �Fig. 9�. Outflows
are not observed on every plasma discharge due to the small
field of view of the IDS instrument coupled with the arbi-
trary phase of spheromak tilting about the axis. When ob-
served, the peak magnitude of the outflows is 25–30 km/s,
both toward and away from the spectrometer. These flows, if
Alfvénic, correspond to B-fields of 200–300 G in the recon-
nection layer. Conversely, the flows are �25% of vAlf if cor-
related with the B-fields of the bulk plasma, where
B�0.1 T. This is somewhat at odds with what is seen in the
simulation, with the difference likely related to the micro-

FIG. 5. Time-traces from the simulation of �a� reconnection E-field and ���
over the duration of the simulation �zero is suppressed on the ��� axis� and
�b� radial location of the primary reconnection region and the B-field null
during the most intense reconnection �zoomed-in time-scale�. The reconnec-
tion region is observed to track the magnetic null through the bulk of the
plasma. Markers in panel �b� denote times for which the structure of the null
is shown in Fig. 7.

FIG. 6. Radial profiles of �B� from the experiment at two times during the
same shot, 52.8 and 57.6 �s. These two times are during the merging phase.
The field null-point is clearly visible at r=12.7 cm at t=52.8 �s. Slightly
later in time, at t=57.6 �s, as the reconnection continues, the field null-
point has moved out radially to r=15.2 cm. The flux-conserver is located at
20 cm. The last probe is located at the flux-conserver wall in the diagnostic
gap, causing the small values of �B� at this location.

FIG. 7. Evolving structure of field lines from the simulation around the
null-point, as it is radially moving through the domain. Streamlines of
B-field originate on a small sphere surrounding and tracking the null-point,
showing the dynamics of spine-fan reconnection.
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scopic description of the reconnection region in the simula-
tion. These flows are only observed during the merging
phase of the plasma. Once the merging is complete, the two-
component flows subside and little or no velocity shift is
observed for the duration of the plasma.

It should be noted that the IDS data were obtained in a
different flux-conserver geometry, with L=0.4 m and a ra-
dius R0=0.2 m. The IDS diagnostic was upgraded after the
original experiments in the L=0.6 m flux-conserver, provid-

ing higher quality data. However, the move to the smaller
flux-conserver precluded the use of magnetic probes with the
same extensive coverage as in the L=0.6 m experiments.
Simulations of the two geometries with the HiFi code show
substantially the same behavior.

VI. DISCUSSION

The dynamics of the simulated magnetic relaxation are
further quantified in Fig. 10�a�, where the spectral magnetic
energy content in n=0,1 ,2 and the sum over n�2 cylindri-
cal Fourier modes, Wmag

n , are shown as a function of time.
Here, the linear growth of the tilting instability followed by
rapid transition from the axisymmetric n=0 to the helical
n=1 state becomes apparent. Despite the complexity of lo-
calized 3D reconnection that allows for such fast relaxation,
the n�2 modes account for under 2% of total magnetic en-
ergy throughout the simulation, i.e., there is no evidence of
significant magnetic fluctuations at higher mode numbers. It
is also worth noting that unlike the n=0,2 modes, the total
sum of magnetic energy in the n�2 modes generated during
reconnection appears to be subject only to the overall resis-
tive decay rather than relaxation to the lowest energy n=1
eigenstate.

The time evolution of the experimentally measured mag-
netic energy is also shown in Fig. 10�b�. The magnetized
plasma enters the volume at 20 �s and is primarily axisym-
metric as can be seen by the large n=0 component until
45 �s. Over the course of 20–25 �s, most of the magnetic
energy switches from the n=0 to the n=1 mode with little
dissipation. This is the period when the two initial sphero-
maks are tilting and merging. The plasma reaches its final
relaxed state after 75 �s. Like the simulation, there is no
evidence for broad-scale magnetic fluctuations and no large

FIG. 8. �Color online� Image of the simulated 3D reconnection region dur-
ing the most intense reconnection �t=14.987�Alf�. Streamlines show the
magnetic field, arrows show jets of Alfvénic plasma outflow �vmax�vAlf�,
and the contour shows the region of peaked J.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Ion Doppler spectrometer measurements. During the
merging �shown in �a��, two component flows appear, one moving toward
the spectrometer and one moving away, at approximately �25 km/s. The
magnitude of the velocity shifts and the total photon counts of the two peaks
change rapidly during the merging. After merging is completed �b�, the two
component structure disappears. Gaussian fits are indicated by the solid line.
Data are from a single shot.

FIG. 10. The top plot �a�, from the simulation, shows the time evolution of
magnetic energy in cylindrical Fourier modes n=0,1 ,2 and n�2 integrated
over the full cylindrical domain �r ,z�� �0,R0�� �−1.5R0 ,1.5R0�. The bot-
tom plot �b�, from the experiment, shows the total magnetic energy and the
n=0,1 components. The plasma has reached its relaxed state at 75 �s.
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scale turbulence is seen. Relaxation to the final state occurs
primarily through the dynamical activity occurring at the ra-
dially moving null-point.

Accounting for the helicity and energy input at the be-
ginning of the discharge and the helicity and energy content
of the relaxed state shows whether or not helicity is con-
served during the relaxation of the plasma to its minimum
energy eigenstate. Helicity injected by the coaxial plasma
gun is given by

Kinj =� 2V�dt , �9�

where V is the bias voltage on the gun and � is the stuffing
flux. Energy injected by the gun is given by

Winj =� VIdt , �10�

where I is the gun current. Helicity contained in the relaxed
plasma is related to the magnetic stored energy of the plasma
once relaxed, Wrelax, and the �0 of the relaxed state by Eq.
�4�. �0 is calculated in Ref. 17. Wmag can be calculated by
summing the square of the magnetic probe data and integrat-
ing over the volume of the plasma,

Wmag =
1

2�0
� B2dV . �11�

Evaluating it at the time when the plasma is fully relaxed
gives us Wrelax. Since the probes sample the plasma volume
at 96 discreet locations, the volume is divided into 96 seg-
ments for this calculation, each segment centered on a probe.

Energy accounting of the experiment shows that the en-
ergy injected by the two plasma guns is Winj�2800 J, while
the peak measured magnetic energy of the plasma before it
relaxes is Wmax�2500 J �Fig. 10�b��. This difference is ex-
pected as some of the energy injected from the guns goes
into kinetic energy of the plasma. The magnetic energy of the
plasma when it first reaches its relaxed state at 75 �s is
Wrelax�850 J �Fig. 10�b��. Thus, the ratio of initial magnetic
energy to the peak magnetic energy of the relaxed state is
Wmax /Wrelax�3. This is consistent with earlier research that
shows the drop in magnetic energy is proportional to the
ratio of the gun �g to the �0 of the relaxed state.26 In SSX,
�g=48 m−1 and �0=17.7 m−1 for the relaxed state, giving a
ratio of �g /�0=2.7. Helicity accounting shows that the total
injected helicity from both guns is Kinj=0.99�10−4 Wb2

while the measured peak helicity of the final relaxed state
Krelax=1.2�10−4 Wb2. Thus, helicity is conserved during
the relaxation process in accord to Taylor relaxation. The
20% discrepancy can possibly be explained by the deviations
from flatness of the �-profile as well as error in the helicity
content calculation of the final state introduced by limited
volumetric coverage of the magnetic probes of the plasma
volume.

Considering the mismatch in precise initial and bound-
ary conditions, as well as the ad hoc form of the numerical
magnetic diffusion operator, there is good agreement be-
tween the dynamical features of 3D magnetic reconnection
and relaxation demonstrated in the experiment and the simu-

lation. As inferred from Figs. 5 and 10, the time-scale tR of
the global magnetic field relaxation observed in the simula-
tion is tR�10–15�Alf�18–27 �s. This is in agreement with
the experimentally observed relaxation time-scales of
20–25 �s. Furthermore, in both the experiment and the
simulation, the velocity of the magnetic null-point corre-
sponds to �0.2 of the reconnection outflow velocity, i.e.,
local upstream Alfvén velocity, underlining the importance
of the nonsteady nature of the moving globally three-
dimensional magnetic reconnection site.

It should be emphasized that the numerical simulation
has been converged in both spatial and temporal resolutions
with respect to the results presented above. Additionally, a
similar computational study conducted by an independent
group using entirely different numerical methods, as well as
different boundary conditions and diffusion operators, has
demonstrated qualitative agreement with the conclusions of
this work.27 This latter fact suggests that the 3D magnetic
relaxation is fundamentally governed by the properties of
ideal MHD and may be insensitive to the specific form of,
although necessarily requires some, magnetic dissipation.

In summary, this paper describes a joint simulation-
experiment study of the cohelicity merging of two sphero-
maks. Relaxation of the plasma to the lowest energy eigen-
state occurs through reconnection primarily at one field null-
point, without evidence of significant magnetic fluctuations
occurring at high mode numbers. Both the global magnetic
fields and the dynamical time-scales are shown to be in good
agreement between the experiment and the simulation. The
structure of the magnetic null is characterized and the null
itself is shown to move, achieving velocities up to 0.2vAlf. It
is further demonstrated that the motion of the magnetic null
is correlated with that of the primary reconnection region and
greater implications of a rapidly moving reconnection region
are discussed. Finally, the dynamics of relaxation facilitated
by 3D reconnection is quantified, showing rapid transfer of
energy from the initially axisymmetric to a dominantly heli-
cal state, demonstrating general agreement with the Woltjer–
Taylor relaxation theory.
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